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Abstract
Recent advances in the complexity and manufacturability of digital video cameras
coupled with the ubiquity of high speed computers and communication networks have led
to burgeoning research in the fields of computer vision and image understanding. As the
generated vision algorithms become increasingly complex, a need arises for robust
communication between remote cameras on mobile units and their associated distributed
vision algorithms.
A communication framework would provide a basis for modularization and
abstraction of a collection of computer vision algorithms; the resulting system would
allow for straightforward image capture, simplified communication between algorithms,
and easy replacement or upgrade of existing component algorithms.
The objective of this thesis is to create such a communication framework and
demonstrate its viability and applicability by implementing a relatively complex system
of distributed computer vision algorithms. These multi-camera algorithms include body
tracking, pose estimation and face recognition.
Although a plethora of research exists documenting individual algorithms which
may utilize multiple networked cameras, this thesis aims to develop a novel way of
sharing information between cameras and algorithms in a distributed computation
system. In addition, this thesis strives to extend such an approach to using both stationary
and mobile cameras. For this application, a mobile computer vision platform was
developed that integrates seamlessly with the aforementioned communication framework,
extending both its functionality and robustness.
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Glossary
BrokerBridge

The portion of the ioBroker executable that connects to other
ioBrokers and exchanges data.

brokerClient

The portion of the ioBroker that is responsible for talking with a
specific process. For every process using the ioBroker, there is at
least one brokerClient.

camServer

An executable that provides control and image capture of a camera
attached to the computer.

classId

A string of text describing the content of an ioBroker message.

Haar Cascade

A method of detecting the presence of a specified object within a
given image.

Intrinsic matrix

A matrix used to describe distortion caused by the lens of a camera.

iobClient

A library used to communicate with the ioBroker.

ioBroker

An executable that routes messages between processes on a single
computer as well as processes on multiple computers.

iobSessionLayer A library used to process RPC mechanisms as well as multi-topology
message routing.
IPC

Inter-process communication, used to refer to communication
between multiple processes on a single computer.

ROI

Region of interest, an area in an image that contains an item of
interest.

RPC

Remote procedure call, the ability to initiate a function or process in a
process that is separate from the calling process.

Sockets

A mechanism provided by programming languages of exchanging
data with other local processes or using network programming.

Chapter 1 Introduction
The large amount of research currently being performed in the field of computer vision
would not be possible without recent advances in available computational power and the
extremely large amount of data produced by cameras for input into these vision
algorithms [6]. Today, a standard, commercially available webcam typically has
resolution between 320x240 pixels and 800x600 pixels. Assuming a mid-range resolution
of 640x480 pixels, the cameras likely produce 8-bit color images, requiring 3 bytes of
data per pixel:
640 pixels 480 pixels 3 bytes 921,600 bytes
⋅
⋅
=
row
column 1 pixel
frame

(1)

Per frame, a vision algorithm is required to process 921,600 bytes. Assuming that
the goal for real-time processing is approximately 15 frames per second (roughly half that
of human vision), the algorithm must be able to cope with a data rate of:
921 , 600 bytes 15 frames 13 ,824 , 000 bytes
=
frame
1 sec
sec

(2)

Processing 13,824,000 bytes per second is a non-trivial data rate; it is no wonder that
until recently, many computer vision algorithms were not computationally feasible.
It is fairly obvious that aside from specialized hardware, a single computer is not
be able to handle video streams from multiple cameras, which in some cases generate
over 26TB of data per day [4]. This presents the need for distributed processing
frameworks with the ability to partition data processing among many computers, possibly
in different geographic locations. Distributed processing is not new, and as such, there are
many lessons learned that can be applied to the field of computer vision.
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In [5], most processing takes place at or near the cameras using what is known as
an ‘Intelligent Camera System’. In such an approach, single or multiple cameras are
paired with a processing board that is capable of processing the respective input streams
and only relaying important feature data to the rest of the system.

Figure 1. System Architecture of PRISMATICA.
Figure 1 shows the central server (MIPSA) which communicates with one or
more devices using the Device Communication Object (DCO). The DCOs relay
information using the TAO or object request broker. The broker allows devices to request
information from other devices as shown by the dashed line between Device A and
Device B.

Such an approach creates a distributed network at the embedded level,

however, it typically requires custom hardware which generally increases costs compared
to common off the shelf hardware (COTS).
The work in [7] and [8] presents an approach which takes advantage of the
availability of COTS hardware by utilizing a network of multiple full-size computers.
Each computer is connected to one or more cameras and attempts to perform intensive
image processing as close to the camera as possible. Further processing is performed by a
series of asynchronous processes, known as activities, running in parallel on the network
of machines.
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Figure 2. Proposed MASCOT System Architecture [7],[8].
Data in this architecture is passed from activity to activity through the use of an
Intercommunication Data Area (IDA). The purpose of the IDA is to provide a multithread safe mechanism for passing data between activities, which alleviates the worry of
thread synchronization from users of the architecture. The downside to such a system is
that processes cannot be dynamically added or removed from the system at run-time,
which prevents the end-user from adding or removing activities or processes as situations
change, or even updating/upgrading certain activities on-the-fly.
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Figure 3. Activity/IDA relationship [7], [8].

Figure 4. System Architecture of [4].
In contrast with the static system presented in [7] and [8], [4] presents a system
which supports dynamic process allocation and execution using a blackboard
architecture.

In this system, a weakly consistent blackboard is used to distribute

incoming data from the surveillance zones to the appropriate data consumers or
processing algorithms. Vision processing algorithms are displayed in Figure 4 by the
control centers at the top center, while cameras are represented by a Surveillance Zone, or
group of cameras.
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Figure 5. Blackboard Distribution [4].
The blackboard itself is distributed among separate processing nodes on a vertical
basis, that is, different levels represented in Figure 5 are placed on separate machines. In
this model each machine, or level in the network, represents a step into a higher level of
abstraction.
Such a system is not without its downfalls: since the blackboard used in the
system cannot handle the significant volume of data produced by the cameras, individual
video streams are routed using virtual circuits to their respective consumers, rather than
through the blackboard. While this takes a non-trivial load off the blackboard, it does
however, diminish the intent of having a single communication architecture for the entire
system, introducing a complex network of virtual circuits specifically for video
information.

1.1 Purpose
The complexity of the aforementioned processing systems, coupled with the large
amounts of respective input data presents a significant hurdle in terms of overhead for
many researchers. In [2] and [3], Erhard and Mullen created a relatively simple point-topoint communication system for sharing data between two cooperating processes on
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separate computers. This communication system was written specifically for their work,
and likely required a non-trivial amount of time to complete.
At the same point, a large, scalable system such as [4] or [5] may be somewhat of
an overkill in less complex situations. This thesis, therefore, posits a lightweight
communication framework designed specifically to support small to medium sized
computer vision systems. The framework was designed to facilitate modularization and
abstraction of the component algorithms and allow for easy upgrade/replacement of its
algorithms. In terms of distributed computing, the framework was specifically designed
to support communication between processes local to a single machine, as well as
processes running on remote machines. Finally, special care was taken throughout to
make the end result simple and easy to use.
This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 describes the ioBroker

communication architecture. This architecture serves as the basis upon which this work is
built. Chapter 3 describes the extensions made to the ioBroker architecture expressly for
support computer vision applications. Chapter 4 details the components that comprise an
example system implemented to demonstrate the utility of the developed architecture.
The overall operation of said system is detailed in Chapter 5, concentrating on the
interactions of the modules detailed in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the results
obtained from the example system, including benchmarks of the communication
architecture and accuracy of the example system.
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Chapter 2 ioBroker Architecture
The first ioBroker Architecture was developed by Greg Rowe at Impact Technologies in
Rochester, NY for use on an embedded linux data acquisition system. The original
purpose of ioBroker was to provide a mechanism for the distribution of both high and
low rate data to multiple processes running on a single CPU. Since ioBroker was
originally developed for use on embedded linux systems, it is built around the sockets
API taking advantage of both Unix domain sockets and TCP/IP sockets [12]. The use of
these standard constructs provides for reliable, high-speed data transfer and easy porting
to any system which supports sockets (Windows, Mac, and nearly all linux/unix flavors).
The primary contribution of this thesis is extending ioBroker for use in computer
vision applications. To set up the initial framework, the following sections detail the
inner-workings of ioBroker in its original format.

2.1 ioBroker Selection
The ioBroker architecture is only one of a growing number of inter-process
communication mechanisms. Its selection as the mechanism of choice for this work relies
on a number of distinct advantages that ioBroker has over its counterparts. To begin with,
ioBroker is not only an inter-process communication architecture, but it is also an inter-pc
communication architecture. Common IPC mechanisms such as DBUS, used rather
extensively in Linux operating systems, are designed specifically for communications
within a computer. Since this work seeks to support communication between multiple
computers, IPC mechanisms such as DBUS were excluded from consideration.
In addition to DBUS, IPC mechanisms such as CORBA, developed by the Object
Management Group were also considered. CORBA does provide both inter-process and
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inter-computer communication, however its features and capabilities lead to a sometimes
overwhelming programmer interface. This interface usually requires a separate Interface
Description Language or IDL and associated code generator just to get started. Overall,
for envisioned computer vision systems for which this architecture is targeted, CORBA is
overkill.
Finally, because the ioBroker architecture is open source and rather
straightforward to use, it is extremely easy to modify and extend the architecture to add
features that may not be considered in this work. For complex architectures such as
DBUS, CORBA, and the like, their extremely large feature sets make even the simplest
modification a daunting task.

2.2 ioBroker Purpose
The purpose of the ioBroker architecture is to facilitate the distribution of data between
multiple processes running on a CPU. In data processing applications, especially in
complex systems, it is often desirable to split tasks into standalone processes for a
number of reasons outlined below.

2.2.1 Fault Isolation
Errors will undoubtedly crop up when programming, even in the most carefully
engineered systems. As the complexity of a single process increases, it has been shown
that the likelihood of errors increases exponentially [11]; thus, keeping processes as
simple as possible is highly desirable. In addition, should an unrecoverable error occur in
one of the simple processes, only that process will terminate, which leaves the rest of the
system functioning normally. This is especially desirable for systems that interface with
hardware where unexpected termination may leave the hardware in an unknown state.
8

2.2.2 Resource Partitioning
For more complex systems, or systems running in resource constrained environments, the
ability to divide processes between multiple CPUs, based upon processor usage or
available resources, is highly advantageous. Although ioBroker itself only provides
rudimentary support for such distribution, simple systems can be devised which take
advantage of this ability.

2.2.3 Modularity
Dividing a single complex process into multiple simple processes inherently requires the
definition of inter-process interfaces. In order for process A to know how to send data to
process B, process A and B must agree on what format the data should be in. By
inherently requiring these interfaces, the system designer can conceivably design multiple
processes that perform the same function in different manners. The designer can then
decide which process will work better in-situ and swap each process out simply by
terminating the unwanted process and starting the new one.

2.2.4 Compilation time
Similar to the advantages of modularization for differing implementations, in a complex
single-process system, any programmatic change to one function or task requires recompilation of the entire system. Over the development period of the system, this can
lead to a large amount of wasted time and CPU resources. By dividing the system into
multiple standalone processes, the same changes only affect one or two executables,
which requires significantly less compilation time.
The easiest way of partitioning a single complex process into multiple relatively
simple processes is to group similar functionality or defined task steps into a single
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standalone process that consumes data and produces a result. However, breaking a single
process up in this fashion introduces the problem of data transfer. In the original complex
single process, data could be passed around from function to function or task to task
rather easily, since all existed in a common address space. With partitioning, the
functions or tasks are split into processes that no longer share the same address space and
communication and synchronization become a large issue; this is where ioBroker fits in.

2.3 ioBroker Overview
The ioBroker architecture consists of three main components: the ioBroker executable,
the brokerClient, and the client libraries, otherwise known as iobClient. The first two
components, ioBroker and brokerClients, form the overall standalone executable known
as the ioBroker, while the client libraries are the only part of the system that the
programmer will directly access.

Figure 6, ioBroker Architecture Overview.
On a very high level, the ioBroker architecture is simply a mechanism for
message passing. Messages are assembled within a source iobClient and passed to the
ioBroker through the sockets interface. The ioBroker examines the message, decides
which iobClients should receive the message, and proceeds to send it.
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2.3.1 Messages
2.3.1.1 Raw Message Format
The sockets interface is essentially used to transfer a chunk of data in a single, contiguous
block of memory from the iobClient to the ioBroker, and from the ioBroker to the
destination iobClient. An ioBroker message encapsulates all information that the
programmer wishes to pass from iobClient to iobClient, as well as any information
necessary for the ioBroker to route it to the correct destination. All raw messages have
the following format:

Figure 7. ioBroker Raw Message Format.

Field

Description

size

Size of the entire message in bytes

type

Internal message type as follows:
'post'
'subscribe'
'unsubscribe'

NULL NULL terminator
classID classID of the post, or classID to subscribe or unsubscribe from
NULL NULL terminator
data

Message data for a post, empty for subscribe or unsubscribe
Table 1. ioBroker Raw Message Format.

The first four bytes read by any receiving ioBroker process determine how many
bytes are in the message, and therefore, how many bytes to read into the message buffer.
The next field is used exclusively by the ioBroker system and is not available to the end-
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user. It tells the ioBroker system what type of message it is: 'post', 'subscribe', or
'unsubscribe'. A 'post' message is a message generated by an iobClient that contains data
that an iobClient wishes to send to another iobClient. A 'subscribe' message notifies the
ioBroker that the iobClient sending the message wishes to subscribe to the classID
contained within the message. The 'unsubscribe' message is used when an iobClient
wishes to unsubscribe from a given message classID, i.e. no longer wishes to receive
messages.
The final two fields are usually grouped into one until the iobMsg structure is
created. The first field is the classID and it contains a plain-text string that is NULL
terminated. If the message is a 'subscribe' or 'unsubscribe' message, the classID is used to
request the start or stop of messages with a given classID. If the message is a 'post'
message, the classID is used to route the message to the destination iobClient. For 'post'
messages, the second field contains any data that the iobClient wishes to send, otherwise,
for 'subscribe' and 'unsubscribe' messages, it is left empty.

2.3.1.1 iobMessage Structure
The iobMessage structure is simply a collection of pointers to the important locations
within a raw iobMessage. Since the sockets interface essentially transfers a block of data
from one address space to another (between processes), any pointers to memory locations
or information about the structure of the message will be invalid in the receiving
processes.
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Source Executable
Address Space
Other variables

iobMsg
@
<size>
0x097F63AB

‘post’
‘subscribe’
‘unsubscribe’

ioBroker
NULL

<classID>

NULL

<data>

Other variables

Destination Executable
Address Space
Other variables

Other variables

iobMsg
@
0xB985CD09

Copied Message

Figure 8. Example iobMsg memory transfer.
As such, the iobMessage structure is not actually passed from iobClient to
iobClient. Instead, the raw contents of the message are passed, and an iobMessage
structure is created at the receiving client upon receipt. The message structure has the
following fields:

Field

DataType

Description

type

character pointer pointer to the classID of the message

data

void pointer

pointer to the location of message data

payload void pointer

pointer to the location of the message in memory

len

size of the message in bytes

ssize_t

Table 2. iobMsg Structure.
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Raw ioBroker Message
<size>

‘post’
‘subscribe’
‘unsubscribe’

NULL

<classID>

NULL

<data>

type

data

payload
Len =
<size>

iobMsg Structure

Figure 9. iobMsg Structure.

type: The type or ClassID of the message is used strictly to identify the contents of the
message and to route it to the correct destination. A ClassID is a sequence of characters
which forms an ASCII string and describes the content of the message in a human
readable format. Example ClassIDs are 'ADC-Channel1' or 'moveCommand'. Note that
the type field is now used to refer to the classID and not the 'post'/'subscribe'/'unsubscribe'
described before; the previous type field is no longer accessible.

data: This is a pointer to the location of the message data content within the block of raw
data received by the client.

payload: This is a pointer to the entire block of raw data received by the iobClient stored
in a dynamically allocated buffer.

len: This is the length of the block of raw data received by the iobClient in bytes.

2.3.2 iobClient
The iobClient is the highest level of the original architecture and is usually packaged as a
dynamically linked library. In this configuration, the iobClient executable code is linked
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to the programmer's overall application at run-time. This allows the same code to be
reused for any application that makes use of the ioBroker architecture, which in any
reasonable ioBroker system will be at least two.
As mentioned earlier, the main purpose of the ioBroker is to pass messages from
iobClient to iobClient. In order to do this, the iobClient has three main jobs: (a) to
connect to the ioBroker using either Unix or TCP/IP sockets; (b) to post data in the form
of a message to the ioBroker; (c) to notify the ioBroker of any intent to receive messages
and to provide a mechanism for receiving them, which is called subscribing.

2.3.2.1 Connecting to the ioBroker
The sockets API provides a single, abstract interface to both Unix Domain Sockets and
TCP/IP sockets. The ioBroker framework takes advantage of this abstraction and allows a
single iobClient to establish a connection with an ioBroker running on either a local Unix
Domain Socket, or a remote TCP/IP socket. When connecting to a local socket, the only
information required is the pseudo-filename of the socket; when connecting to a remote
TCP/IP socket, a remote hostname or IP address is required, as well as the destination
port number on which the ioBroker is listening.

2.3.2.2 Posting data to the ioBroker
Data can only be posted after the iobClient has been successfully connected to an
ioBroker. Once this happens, the iobClient expects to be provided with a classID of the
message to create a pointer to a contiguous block of data to send, and the length of the
data in bytes. The classID and data is then assembled into a single contiguous chunk of
data, and passed over the socket to the ioBroker.
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2.3.2.3 Subscribing to and receiving messages
Message subscription is the most complex part of ioBroker and, not surprisingly, it
provides a large amount of flexibility and functionality to the architecture. Subscription is
done based upon the aforementioned plain-text classIDs. When each message is posted, it
contains a classID specified by the programmer. Subscription allows an iobClient to
receive a customizable subset of the messages traveling through the broker. When an
iobClient wishes to subscribe to a subset of messages, it must provide the fields specified
in Table 3:

Field
regex

Type

Description

character pointer

regular expression

callback iobClientCallback_t function pointer
data

void pointer

parameter to function

Table 3. iobClient Subscription parameters.
The field 'regex' is a regular expression that is used to match the classIDs of
messages passing through the ioBroker. The field 'callback' is a pointer to a user provided
callback function that should be called whenever a message is received that matches the
pattern specified in 'regex'. This function must match the prototyped datatype of
iobClientCallback_t. The field 'data' is a pointer to parameters that should be passed to
the callback function when it is called.
When the subscribe function is called, the iobClient passes the regular expression
to its corresponding brokerClient within the ioBroker which then adds it to a persistent
list of classIDs. The subscription process is now considered to be complete.
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brokerClient

From iobClient 1

iobMsg
classID: <classID3>
brokerClient
match

Subscription list
<classID1>
<classID2>
<classID3>

match

To iobClient 2

brokerClient
ioBroker
Executable

Subscription list
<classID3>

To iobClient 3

brokerClient
Subscription list
No match

<classID4>

Figure 10. ioBroker Subscription Matching Process.
The real work behind the subscription process is done within the ioBroker. The
ioBroker examines the classID of every posted message,and then uses regular expressions
to compare the classID of every subscription entry of every brokerClient. If a match is
made, the ioBroker forwards the entire message to all matching brokerClients which, in
turn, forward the message to their connect iobClients. Upon receipt of a message from the
ioBroker, the iobClient examines the classID of the message and determines which
callback function to call (as specified by the 'callback' parameter of the subscribe
function). The callback function is then called with the 'data' parameter specified in the
subscribe function call.

2.3.3 brokerClient
The brokerClient is a software component that exists purely inside the ioBroker
executable. The purpose of a brokerClient is to handle communications with exactly one
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iobClient connected through either a Unix Domain socket or a TCP/IP socket; as such,
the ioBroker maintains a collection of brokerClients, one for every connected iobClient.
When the ioBroker receives a message, it notifies all of the brokerClients. The
brokerClients proceed to compare the message's classID with the classID of each of their
subscribe regular expressions. Upon match, the brokerClient forwards the message to the
iobClient at the other end of the socket.

2.3.4 ioBroker
The ioBroker itself is a rather simplistic application. Upon execution, it reads a number of
configuration variables from a specified configuration file including: file name of local
Unix Domain Socket to create and local TCP/IP port on which to listen. It then opens the
specified file and port and listens for incoming messages.
When an incoming message is received from a new iobClient, the ioBroker
creates and assigns a new brokerClient to the iobClient. From this point forward,
messages that are received from the client are parsed and all of the brokerClients are
notified.
Initially, nothing is known about the data or exactly how many bytes are available
on the socket. The receiving iobClient assumes that at least 4 bytes are available and
proceeds to read them; if 4 bytes are not available, an error is signaled, otherwise, these 4
bytes are assumed to contain the length of the message to be received. The iobClient then
reads the correct number of bytes into a dynamically allocated buffer, signaling an error
if they are not available.
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2.4 ioBroker Details
2.4.1 ioBroker
2.4.1.1 Command Line Options
Before any other processing is done, the ioBroker parses the command line arguments
and stores all relevant data for use later in the startup process. The following are valid
command line arguments:

Option

Parameter

Description

-h --help

none

print help

-c --config

path to
read configuration from specified file
configuration file

-b --broker

path to broker
socket

create the Unix socket at the specified path

-p --pid-file

Path to PID file

create the specified file that contains the
PID of the ioBroker process

-d --no-detach none

keep the ioBroker attached to the terminal
and output text

Table 4. ioBroker Command Line Parameters.

2.4.1.2 Configuration File
The configuration file used for ioBroker and a number of other elements in the system is
a simple, hierarchal, plain-text file. A directive is considered a line of text that contains
an equality or an assignment such as:

foo = 14
Figure 11. Configuration File Example Directive.
Since the file is hierarchal, directives can be contained within path elements as
represented below:
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bar{
foo = 14
}
Figure 12. Configuration File Directive Hierarchy.
In this example, the directive path for foo is 'bar::foo' and 'foo' is a directive of type
integer.
If the '-c/--config' command line argument is provided to the ioBroker, it will
attempt to read the specified configuration file before any further processing is
performed. If no configuration file is specified, ioBroker looks for a configuration file at
the default path of "/opt/impact-tek/etc/ioBroker.conf". The following directives are valid
in the configuration file:

Directive Path

Data Type

Description

socket-path

String

path used to create the Unix socket (overridden
by -b command line parameter)

log::module-pattern

String

a regular expression that determines which
ioBroker modules output to the log

log::output-mask

Integer

a mask that determines what level of logging is
output to the log

log::output-file

String

path to a logfile, or 'stdout'/'stderr'

tcp-port

Integer

which tcp port to listen for remote clients on

send-timeout-seconds

Float

how long the ioBroker should block on a send
call

Table 5. ioBroker Configuration File Directives.
Now that the operation of the ioBroker architecture has been described, a closer look at
the computer vision extensions implemented in this work is warranted.
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Chapter 3 - Extensions to ioBroker
When the ioBroker architecture was originally developed, it was purposed almost
exclusively for inter-process communication on a single computer. The ability of clients
to connect to an ioBroker running on a remote machine was included because it was
fairly easy to accomplish and would provide some interesting options for future
development. The inclusion of this rather simple feature served as the foundation for the
advancements of the ioBroker architecture.

3.1 Original iobClient Networking
As mentioned above, the original iobClient networking allowed for single iobClients to
connect to an ioBroker located on a remote computer. This allowed for a very
rudimentary multi-pc communication network similar to the one shown in Figure 13
below:

Figure 13. Original iobClient networking.
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Figure 14. Duplicated traffic.
There are a number of limitations inherent in this scheme: All traffic must be
routed through a central ioBroker; in situations where there are more than two computers
this results in a duplication of network traffic as well as processing effort on the central
ioBroker computer, depicted in Figure 14. The central ioBroker also presents a single
point of failure for the entire system as shown in Figure 15. If the central ioBroker
unexpectedly terminates or its network connection becomes unavailable, the entire
system becomes unavailable.

Figure 15. Single point of failure.
Finally, messages sent between two processes running on the same remote
machine must first transmit their data across the network to the remote ioBroker. The
ioBroker then, in turn, passes the data back across the network to the destination
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iobClient. Not only does this increase the network traffic and processing effort on the
ioBroker, but also drastically increases the lag for communication between the two
processes running concurrently on a single machine.

3.2 New ioBroker Networking
The limitations of the original ioBroker networking capabilities, as well as the need for
additional functionality, make a very good case for the extensions presented. The goal of
these extensions is to provide an intuitive and efficient architecture for inter-process and
inter-computer communication. With this base functionality in place, the addition of
computer vision specializations becomes rather trivial.

3.2.1 Overall System Architecture
In this new architecture, instead of running a single, central ioBroker, there exists a
separate ioBroker for each computer in the system. Every iobClient therefore has an
ioBroker that is local to their respective computer and as such, can communicate with it
using Unix Sockets. TCP/IP iobClients in the new architecture are relegated to use on
orphaned computers, i.e., computers without an ioBroker, and should be avoided as much
as possible.
When each ioBroker first executes, it connects to all of the other ioBrokers
forming a fully connected mesh network. Each ioBroker not only keeps track of the
subscriptions of locally connected iobClients but is also responsible for ensuring that
messages of interest encountered by remote ioBrokers are also forwarded locally. This is
accomplished by a rather simplistic message routing algorithm detailed later. The routing
algorithm provides two main features: It ensures that all iobClients receive messages to
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which they are subscribed, no matter where the message source or destination iobClient is
located within the overall network. The routing algorithm also provides such message
routing in a manner which ensures the least amount of the network traffic possible,
reducing both network load and latency.
Since all processes that are common to a single computer communicate locally
using Unix sockets and the local ioBroker, many of the limitations present in the original
ioBroker architecture are overcome. First, the amount of network traffic is significantly
reduced as messages between two local processes never enter the network to begin with.
Further, messages between two remote processes are forwarded intelligently producing a
minimum of required network traffic. Due to the reduced network traffic, and local
routing of inter-process messages, network/message latency is also reduced.
Finally, since there is no essential central ioBroker, and all of the ioBrokers
communicate using a fully connected network topology, there is no single point of
failure. If one ioBroker terminates, it is automatically removed from the mesh network,
and messages are forwarded as normal; granted any iobClients local to the terminated
ioBroker machine are unable to communicate, but the system as a whole remains
operational.

3.2.2 BrokerBridge Addition
The main backbone of the new ioBroker architecture is the addition of the BrokerBridge
object. This object is internal to the ioBroker and, thus, does not concern the end-user,
except in explanation of its provided functionality. The BrokerBridge object encapsulates
the connection between a single ioBroker and all of the remote ioBrokers in the network.
Taking advantage of previously written code, the BrokerBridge maintains connections
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with the remote ioBrokers using the iobClient library. For each remote ioBroker, the
BrokerBridge maintains exactly one iobClient.

Figure 16. BrokerBridge Networking Architecture.
The functions performed by the BrokerBridge fall into two distinct categories:
constructing the ioBroker network, known as the ioBroker Discovery Process and routing
messages between ioBrokers.

3.2.3 Message Additions
In order to add the functionality detailed here, a number of 'Raw Messages' were added to
aid in ioBroker-to-ioBroker communication. 'Raw Messages' are messages that are passed
from iobClient to broker, the content of which the user sees, if at all, after manipulation
by the iobClient; in this particular case, the messages are not seen by the user at all.

3.2.3.1 BrokerAnnounce Message
The 'BrokerAnnounce' message is used by a newly initialized ioBroker to announce its
presence to the existing ioBroker network. The message itself contains information about
the IP address of the broker and on which TCP/IP port the new broker is listening.
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Figure 17. ioBroker ‘Announce’ message format.

Field

Description

size

size of the entire message in bytes

type

Only ‘brokerAnnounce’

NULL

NULL terminator

hostname

Hostname of the announcing ioBroker

NULL

NULL terminator

ip

IP address of the announcing ioBroker

NULL

NULL terminator

portNumber TCP/IP port number that the ioBroker is listening on
Table 6. ioBroker 'Announce' message fields.
As with the ‘post’, ‘subscribe’, and ‘unsubscribe’ ioBroker messages, the first
four bytes of the ‘brokerAnnounce’ message contains the number of bytes in the entire
message. The next field indicates the message type which, in this case, is a
brokerAnnounce message using a null-terminated string. Following the message type is
the hostname of the computer that the announcing ioBroker is running on, again, nullterminated. The next field contains the IP address of the computer that the announcing
ioBroker is running on, in dotted-decimal ASCII format, null-terminated. The final field
contains the TCP/IP port number on which the ioBroker is listening.

3.2.3.2 BrokerResponse Message
The 'BrokerResponse' message is a response to the 'BrokerAnnounce' message by an
ioBroker already connected to the ioBroker network. The message contains information
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about the IP address of the connected broker and is sent to an ioBroker that is attempting
to join the network.

Figure 18. ioBroker ‘brokerResponse’ message format.

Field

Description

size

size of the entire message in bytes

type

Only ‘brokerResponse’

NULL

NULL terminator

hostname

Hostname of the announcing ioBroker

NULL

NULL terminator

ip

IP address of the announcing ioBroker

NULL

NULL terminator

portNumber TCP/IP port number that the ioBroker is listening on
Table 7. ioBroker ‘brokerResponse’ message fields.
Essentially, the ‘brokerResponse’ message is identical to the ‘brokerAnnounce’
message, except for the type field containing the null-terminated string ‘brokerResponse’
instead of ‘brokerAnnounce’.

3.2.3.3 BrokerAnnounceProxy Message
The 'BrokerAnnounceProxy' message is used by the ioBroker hub to forward
'BrokerAnnounce' messages to all known ioBroker spokes. It contains the same
information as the 'BrokerAnnounce' message.
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Figure 19. ioBroker ‘brokerAnnounceProxy’ message format.

Field

Description

size

size of the entire message in bytes

type

Only ‘brokerResponse’

NULL

NULL terminator

hostname

Hostname of the announcing ioBroker

NULL

NULL terminator

ip

IP address of the announcing ioBroker

NULL

NULL terminator

portNumber TCP/IP port number that the ioBroker is listening on
Table 8. ioBroker ‘brokerAnnounceProxy’ message fields.
Again, this message is nearly identical to the above two message types, except for
the type field. In this case, the type field contains ‘brokerResponse’ in a null-terminated
string.

3.2.4 ioBroker Discovery Process
The ioBroker Discovery Process refers to the initial communication sequence that builds
the mesh network of ioBrokers. To begin with, there are now two different types of
ioBrokers: Spokes and Hubs. In any single network, only one ioBroker is the hub, the rest
are spokes. When connected, the hub and spoke ioBrokers generate a fully-connected
mesh network within a logical concentric star network.
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ioBroker
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ioBroker
Hub

ioBroker
Spoke

ioBroker
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Figure 20. Mesh/Star ioBroker Network.

3.2.4.1 Hub ioBrokers
The hub ioBroker is a singleton entity within the ioBroker network. The ioBroker that
will serve as the hub is determined by the network designer at run-time through the
aforementioned ioBroker configuration file. The new ioBroker configuration file for hubs
adds the following field:

Directive Path
bridge::

Data Type
String

Description
Empty field

Table 9. New ioBroker Configuration File Fields.
As can be seen in Table 9, the only addition is the empty bridge path. While there
are configuration directives that will be present within this path for the spoke ioBrokers,
the absence of any indicate that an ioBroker should operate in hub mode.
In hub mode, the ioBroker initializes in a manner very similar to the original
ioBroker: it reads the configuration file then begins to listen both on a Unix Domain
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Socket for locally connected clients and on a specified TCP/IP port for connections from
spoke ioBrokers.

3.2.4.2 Spoke ioBrokers
Unlike hub ioBrokers an ioBroker network can contain a large number of spoke
ioBrokers. These spoke ioBrokers are specified at run-time again through the use of the
ioBroker configuration file. The new ioBroker configuration file for spokes adds the
following fields:

Directive Path
bridge::remote-broker

Data Type
String

Description
IP address of the ioBroker Hub

Table 10. Added ioBroker configuration file fields.
As can be seen in Table 10, in addition to the bridge path, the ioBroker spoke
configuration file includes the 'remote-broker' directive. This directive is used to specify
the hostname or IP address of the hub ioBroker. In spoke mode, initialization requires
that the hub ioBroker be running and reachable over the network; note that this limitation
is only during initialization.

3.2.4.3 Network Initialization
Since the spoke ioBrokers require that the hub ioBroker be both running and reachable,
the network initialization begins by starting the hub ioBroker. Once the hub ioBroker has
initialized, each of the spoke ioBrokers can then be started. When a spoke ioBroker
initializes, it creates its BrokerBridge object and adds a single iobClient to an internal list
of iobClients. The BrokerBridge then attempts to connect to the hub ioBroker using the
newly created iobClient. Once a connection is successfully made, the spoke ioBroker
sends a 'BrokerAnnounce' message to the hub ioBroker. The 'BrokerAnnounce' message
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lets the hub know that a spoke ioBroker has connected to it, and at what remote IP and
port number the spoke is located.
The hub ioBroker receives the announcement message and creates a new
iobClient within its BrokerBridge array. The hub uses this iobClient to connect to the
new spoke ioBroker. Once this connection is complete, the hub responds to the spoke
with a 'BrokerResponse' message containing the IP and port number of the ioBroker hub.
The spoke iterates through its BrokerBridge array of iobClients looking for a match of IP
and portnumber. If a match is made, the connection to the hub ioBroker is considered
complete and ready for two-way communication.

Figure 21. Spoke-Hub Connection Sequence.
In addition to creating a two-way connection with the new spoke ioBroker, the
ioBroker hub passes the information contained within the initial 'BrokerAnnounce'
message to all other known spoke ioBrokers using a 'BrokerAnnounceProxy' message.
Upon receipt of the 'BrokerAnnounceProxy' message, a spoke ioBroker creates a new
iobClient within its BrokerBridge and connects to the IP address and port number
specified in the 'BrokerAnnounceProxy' message. Upon successful connection, the
remote spoke ioBroker sends a 'BrokerAnnounce' message to the first spoke ioBroker
containing its IP address and port number. The first spoke ioBroker then creates and adds
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an iobClient to its BrokerBridge and connects to the remote spoke ioBroker. The first
spoke then responds with a 'BrokerResponse' message to the remote spoke which
contains the first spoke's IP address and port number. Upon receipt of the
'BrokerResponse' message, the remote spoke iterates through its BrokerBridge array of
iobClients looking for a match of IP and port number. If a match is made, the connection
between the two spoke ioBrokers is considered complete and ready for two-way
communication.

Figure 22. Spoke-Spoke Connection Sequence.
Since the ioBroker hub forwarded the 'BrokerAnnounceProxy' message to all
known spoke ioBrokers, the above process repeats for each known spoke ioBroker
creating a fully-connected mesh network.

3.2.5 Message Routing
Since the network used for ioBroker communication is fully-connected, for
communications between a source and destination iobClient, there exist a number of
possible paths. Without taking into account complex routing metrics and path costs, the
most efficient means of transfer is from the ioBroker local to the source iobClient to the
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ioBroker local to the destination client. This path results in a minimum of network traffic
and eliminates the need for any complex routing algorithms.
Since the ioBroker architecture works on a post/subscribe model, all
communication must be prefaced by a subscription request posted by the destination
iobClient. Naturally, the subscription request is posted to and processed by the locally
connected ioBroker. Under the original ioBroker architecture, the central ioBroker is
privy to all messages being sent because it is directly connected to all iobClients. In the
new architecture, each ioBroker is only connected to a small subset of the iobClients in
the network; therefore, there must be a method to forward messages between two
ioBrokers.
One method would be to simply forward all messages received locally to the
remote ioBrokers. The problem with this method is that it generates a considerable
amount of unnecessary network traffic as it is extremely unlikely that every message
must be received by an iobClient on every remote ioBroker.
The second and more efficient method is to only forward messages to remote
ioBrokers that have a local iobClient subscribed to that message classID. This method is
termed a “ProxySubscribe”. In this method, when a iobClient subscribes to a classID
using its local ioBroker, the local ioBroker uses its iobClients stored within BrokerBridge
to subscribe to that classID on the remote brokers. When a message with the matching
classID is posted by an iobClient on a remote ioBroker, the remote ioBroker goes through
its list of brokerClients as usual looking for matching classIDs. Since the brokerClient of
the iobClient located within the local ioBroker's brokerBridge has that classID entry, the
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message is passed to the iobClient of the local ioBroker's brokerBridge. Upon reception
the iobClient posts the message to the local ioBroker like normal.

Figure 23. Remote Subscription Sequence.
One problem with this method is that it is prone to routing loops due to the fully
connected nature of the ioBroker network. Take, for instance, the case with two
ioBrokers, ioBroker-A and ioBroker-B, ioBroker-A with one client and ioBroker-B with
two clients. On ioBroker-A, client one is subscribed to the classID of “test”,
consequentially, the iobClient of ioBroker-A's brokerBridge is also subscribed to “test”
on ioBroker-B. On ioBroker-B, client two is subscribed to the classID of “test” as well,
and again, consequentially the iobClient of ioBroker-B's brokerBridge is also subscribed
to “test.

Figure 24. Routing loop topology.
Now, if client one on ioBroker-B posts a message with a classID of “test”,
ioBroker-B iterates through its list of brokerClients looking for matching subscriptions.
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In this case, the local brokerClient for the locally connected client two matches, and the
message is sent. In addition, the brokerClient for the iobClient of ioBroker-A's
brokerBridge also matches and the message is forwarded as well; this is where the
problem starts.

Figure 25. First step in potential routing loop.
When the iobClient of ioBroker-A's brokerBridge receives the message, it posts it
to ioBroker-A as a normal message. Then, ioBroker-A iterates through its list of
brokerClients and sees a match with the locally connected iobClient of Client 1, however,
it also sees a match with the brokerClient of ioBroker-B's brokerBridge. Consequentially,
the message is sent back to ioBroker-B and the loop is complete.
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Figure 26. Completion of potential routing loop.
The solution to this problem is to only allow ioBroker-A to post the message
received from ioBroker-B to brokerClients of locally connected ioBrokers. With this
limitation, ioBroker-A cannot post the message to the brokerClient of ioBroker-B,
breaking the loop, but still allowing the required message forwarding to occur.

Figure 27. Avoidance of routing loop.

3.3 iobSession Layer
Unlike the changes to the ioBroker architecture listed above, the iobSession Layer is a
collection of added functionality built completely on top of the ioBroker framework. The
primary purpose of the iobSession layer is to facilitate the cooperation and the transfer of
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data between processes utilizing the ioBroker architecture. These goals are met in three
distinct ways: by encapsulating an iobClient reducing the programming overhead of
initialization and connection, by the introduction of standardized classID naming
conventions, and by the creation of two message formats that can be encapsulated within
an existing iobMessage.

Figure 28. iobSessionLayer hierarchy.

3.3.1 iobSessionLayer Internal Organization
The iobClient was initially designed with ease of use in mind. In addition it is extremely
flexible from a programmatic point of view. Ease of initialization and connection is one
instance where the latter point of view won out at the detriment of the former. In order to
initialize an iobClient, the programmer must provide not only information about the
location of the ioBroker, they must also provide an iobWait object as well as thread to
process incoming requests. The iobSessionLayer incorporates not only an iobClient, but
all of the objects necessary for the iobClient to function, eliminating any external
programmatic dependencies.
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Figure 29. Internal Structure of iobSessionLayer object.

3.3.2 classID Naming Conventions
The classIDs of the ioBroker architecture are simply null-terminated ASCII strings.
While this provides the programmer or system designer with a virtually unlimited palate
for orchestrating inter-process communication, it becomes a significant design burden
when working with even a system of medium complexity. In this case, the classID
structure must be carefully laid out to provide distinctions between similar processes
running on different computers, different message types output by a single process, and
messages bound for single or multiple destinations. The classID naming conventions
have been extracted from patterns in naming conventions that have arisen in other
projects, and provide significant functionality and flexibility.

3.3.2.1 classID format

Figure 30. Standardized classID format.

srcComp: The srcComp field is a string that contains the hostname of message's origin
computer. This field allows the programmer or designer to subscribe to messages based
upon their origin computer.
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srcMod: The srcMod field is a string that describes the module that sent the message.
This string is specified during the initialization of the iobSessionLayer object and is
commonly referred to as the modules name. The inclusion of this field allows the
programmer to subscribe to all messages generated by a set of particular algorithms
running on one or multiple computers.

dstComp and dstMod: Like the srcComp and srcMod fields, the dstComp and dstMod
fields specify the hostname of the message's destination computer and the name of the
destination process respectively. These fields are primarily used in systems where pointto-point communication between algorithms on separate computers is required. Due to
the regular expression, subscription-based nature of ioBroker, it should be noted that
these fields do not guarantee that the message will only be received by the destination
computer or process. However these fields do provide convenience functionality for
systems making proper use of the iobSessionLayer.

type: The type field is a string that describes the type of message that the classID is
accompanying. This field is controlled by the iobSession layer based upon the functions
or methods used to send the message and can be 'RPC-REQUEST', 'RPC-RESPONSE',
or 'DATAGRAM', all of which are detailed in the following section.

desc: Finally, the desc field is a user-controlled descriptor that describes the actual
content of the message. This field is generally used to distinguish between two distinct
messages types sent by or received by a single process. For example, one process may
produce two different types of RPC requests, both destined for the same module and
computer; the descriptor field provides a way for the receiving process to separate the
messages into different callback functions.
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3.3.3 Datagram Messages
The datagram message, denoted by 'DATAGRAM' in the type field of a
iobSessionLayerMessage is essentially an iobMessage with a standardized classID. The
message itself simply contains a chunk of raw data that is controlled directly by the user.

Figure 31. Datagram message structure.

3.3.4 Remote Procedure Calls
Remote procedure call (RPC) functionality is added to the iobSessionLayer using 'RPCREQUEST' and 'RPC-RESPONSE' messages. The purpose of RPCs is to provide a
consensual, standardized mechanism for a process to initiate or control execution of a
remote process. Again, these messages use an iobMessage for communication, using a
standardized classID, and in this case, a preset message structure.

3.3.4.1 Registering an RPC
To initiate a RPC, the process that will be performing the procedure, known as the
registered process, must first tell the iobSessionLayer that it is willing to provide RPC
functionality.

This

is

accomplished

by registering

the

function

within

the

iobSessionLayer API. To register a function, the process must inform the
iobSessionLayer of the name and location of the function it wishes to register; the
iobSessionLayer then subscribes to the necessary classIDs using its internal iobClient.
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3.3.4.2 Executing an RPC
To execute an RPC function, there is a comparatively large amount of data required by
the iobSessionLayer. The first set of required information are the hostname, module
name, and function name of the registered RPC function. This set of information allows
the iobSessionLayer to craft a standardized classID that can be routed directly to the
registered function.
The second set of required information specifies what the calling process should
do while waiting for a response. A zero (0) indicates that the process should not wait for a
response and should immediately continue execution. Numbers greater than zero indicate
that the process should wait for the indicated number of milliseconds for a response from
the registered process, while a one (1) indicates that the process should wait indefinitely.
The inclusion of these parameters allow the designer or programmer to differentiate
between best-effort method calls that do not return any data, and functions that do return
data, and hence, an indication of success or failure.
The third set of required information allows the programmer to pass arbitrary
parameters to the function. The arbitrary parameters are required to be contained within a
contiguous block of memory, and it is assumed that by initiating an RPC, the programmer
knows the format and number of arguments expected by the function. Finally, the last set
of required information allows the programmer to obtain a return value from the RPC.
Like the parameters mentioned above, a return value is not required, and simply returns a
contiguous block of memory. It is assumed that the size and format of the returned
memory is known at design time.
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Using this information, the iobSessionLayer generates an RPC Request message
encapsulated within an iobMsg, which is then sent using the encapsulated iobClient
object. The request is then added to an internal list of active RPC requests maintained by
the local iobSession object. If requested, the iobSessionLayer will now wait until a
response is received from the registered RPC process. If no response is received within
the specified time frame, the request is removed from the RPC request list, and
iobSessionLayer returns with an error indicating a timeout has occurred.
If, however, the message is properly routed through the ioBroker and received by
the proper iobSessionLayer object in the proper process, known as the remote
iobSessionLayer, RPC execution begins. The remote iobSessionLayer executes the
registered function, passing it the block of memory indicated by the local
iobSessionLayer as parameters. Execution continues until the function is complete, at
which point the RPC function returns a block of data containing the return value of the
function. The remote iobSession layer encapsulates the return value and initial requestID
into an RPC Response message, and that message returned to the local iobSessionLayer
through the ioBroker.
When the local iobSessionLayer receives the RPC Reponse message, it uses the
unique requestID to search its internal list of active RPC requests. If no active RPC
request is found, it is assumed that the request timed out and the RPC Response is
dropped. If an active request is found, the RPC Response message is parsed and passed
back to the calling process.
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3.3.4.3 RPC Request Message

Figure 32. RPC Request message structure.

requestID: The requestID field contains a uniquely generated requestID. This allows the
iobSessionLayer object generating the request to associate it with an RPC Response, if
one is received.

argsLen: This field indicates how long the args field is, in bytes.
Reserved: These two fields are reserved for use by the requesting iobSessionLayer
object.

responseType: The field is generally unused in the RPC Request message, however it is
used to generate an appropriate RPC Response message if needed.

iobResponse: This contains an encapsulated RPC Response message that should be used
to reply to the RPC Request.

args: This is a block of contiguous memory that contains any arguments to the function.
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3.3.4.4 RPC Response Message

Figure 33. RPC Response message structure.

type: This field contains an integer representing the type of the response. A ‘0’ indicates
a successful response, ‘1’ indicates a failed response, ‘2’ indicates a timeout, and ‘3’
indicates an unknown response.

requestID: This requestID matches the unique requestID provides in the RPC Request
message.

retValLen: This field indicates the length in bytes of the retVal field.
retVal: This field is a contiguous block of memory that contains the return value from
the RPC function.
Now that the extensions to the ioBroker architecture have been detailed, their use in the
example system can now be explored.
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Chapter 4 Example System Components
In order to demonstrate the practicality and viability of a system based on the ioBroker
architecture, a prototype system was constructed. The goal of the prototype system is to
locate a human subject of interest in view of two stationary cameras. Once the subject has
been located, its position in 3D space is calculated and passed to a mobile station which,
using the calculated 3D coordinates, can retrieve a better view using zoom and ultimately
physical repositioning.
The example system is divided between 8 processes running on 3 separate
computers. In this case, the division of processes is along functional lines, with each
process having a well-defined set of inputs and outputs, and usually performing a single
function.

Computer A

Computer B

Mobile Computer

camServer

camServer

camServer

roi_haarDetector roi_haarDetector mobileSlewing
roiViewer

roiViewer

triangulator
Table 11. Process breakdown per computer.

4.1 camServer Process
The first process of interest is called camServer. This process has two main
functions: (i) capture images from a camera and present them as an image stream to any
interested processes, (jj) provide an ioBroker interface for other processes to change
camera parameters such as pan, tilt, and zoom.
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camServer
Outputs
Video Stream
Pan/Tilt Relative
Pan/Tilt Global
Focal Length
Angle ofView

iobSession Layer

Inputs
Pan/Tilt Relative
Pan/Tilt Global
Focal Length
Angle ofView

Figure 34. camServer Functional Diagram.

4.1.1 Configuration Options
4.1.1.1 Command Line Parameters
Option

Parameter

Description

-?

--help

None

print help

-c

--config=<file>

path to
read configuration from specified file
configuration file

-w --showDebugWindow None

Creates a window with a live camera feed

-l

--lensCal=<n>

Number of views Causes the camServer to perform a lens
calbiration with a specified number of
views

-d

--no-detach

None

keep the camServer attached to the
terminal and output text

Table 12. 'camServer' Command Line Parameters.
The ‘camServer’ process looks for the ‘—lensCal’ parameter. If specified, the
lens calibration process is started, otherwise, execution continues as usual. The process
then looks for the ‘—no-detach’ parameter. If specified, the process remains attached to
the terminal and outputs debugging information, otherwise, the process detaches from the
terminal and suppresses any debugging information. Next, the configuration file is read
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from the file specified by the ‘—config’ parameter. Once the configuration is read, the
process begins to read images from the attached camera. If the ‘—showDebugWindow’
parameter is specified, the image is displayed locally in a debug window.

4.1.1.2 Configuration File Contents
Directive Path

Data Type

Description

Camera::iobPath

String

Path to the Unix Socket

Camera::logFile

String

Path to a logfile or 'stdout'/'stderr'`

Camera::classID

String

The name of this camera to be used in classID
construction

Camera::camType

String

Camera type, either 'Sony EVI-D100' or 'Logitech
Orbit MP'

Camera::camIndex

Integer

Index of /dev/video device that should be used for
capture (ie. '0' for '/dev/video0')

Camera::controlFile

String

Path to device used for camera control (usually a
serial port)

Camera::location

Floating
Array

Sequence of three numbers that describe the
camera's location in global three-space coordinate
system

Camera::cameraPan

Floating

Describes the camera's orientation about the pan
axis, with respect to a global coordinate system

Camera::cameraTilt

Floating

Describes the camera's orientation about the tilt
axis, with respect to a global coordinate system

Camera::LensCalibration Automatic

Automatically generated by running camServ
with –lensCal option

Table 13. 'camServer' Configuration File Fields.
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Figure 35. 'camera::location’ parameters.

Figure 36. 'camera::cameraPan' and 'camera::cameraTilt' parameters.

4.1.2 lensCalibration
The camServer process has an automated sequence to perform a lens calibration for an
attached camera. This sequence compensates for any image distortion caused by the
natural curvature of the lens or defects introduced during the manufacturing process. The
sequence is activated by specifying the '-l' or '--lensCal=<n>' command line parameter.
The program then starts and displays a real-time video capture window. During this time,
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the program is constantly looking for a standard checkerboard calibration pattern. The
pattern should consist of alternating white and black squares, arranged a chess or
checkerboard pattern with Nr rows and Nc columns. When the program successfully
detects a checkerboard pattern, the user should follow the on-screen prompts to record
and store the pattern.
This sequence is repeated for '<n>' views as specified on the command line. In
general, higher numbers of views produces a better calibration, however too many views
may result in a deficient calibration due to accumulated errors. Experimentation has
shown between 5 and 15 views to provide acceptable calibration. Each view should have
the checkerboard located in a distinct area of the image with varying rotations and
translations in three-space, ideally covering the entire image with all views.
The result of the calibration process is two matrices, an intrinsic matrix and a
matrix of distortion coefficients [17]. These matrices will be used in subsequent
executions of the camServer process to undistort the image.
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4.1.2 camClient

Figure 37. camClient control structure.
The camClient component is a library that is used by external processes to
interface with the camera over the ioBroker network. The camClient library depends on
the iobSessionLayer for both RPC function calls and datagram/image forwarding. Using
these built-in features, the camClient can provide the following services to the external
process:

4.1.2.1 Video streaming
This service is implemented by calling the 'camClient_startCapture' function of the
library with a user specified callback function. This function subscribes to the video
stream generated by the camServer and calls the provided callback function when a frame
of video is available.

4.1.2.2 Relative pan/tilt
This service is implemented by calling the 'camClient_setPanTiltRelative' function of the
library with the desired pan and tilt of the camera. This function posts an ioBroker
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message assuming that the camServer process has already subscribed to it. The
parameters of this particular function, pan and tilt, are specified in degrees relative to the
home position of the camera. Once the camServer receives the pan/tilt request, the
request is executed immediately.

4.1.2.3 Global pan/tilt
Similar to the relative pan/tilt service, this service is implemented by calling the
'camClient_setPanTiltGlobal' function of the library with the desired pan and tilt of the
camera. This function posts an ioBroker message assuming that the camServer process
has already subscribed to it. The parameters of this particular function, pan and tilt, are
specified in degrees relative to the global coordinate system. Once the camServer
receives the pan/tilt request, the request is executed immediately.

4.1.2.4 Focal length zooming
In addition to pan/tilt functionality, zooming functionality is also provided, if it is
supported

by

the

camera.

This

service

is

implemented

by

calling

the

'camClient_setZoomFocalLength' function with the desired focal length of the zoom as
specified in milimeters. Once the camServer receives the zoom request, the request is
executed immediately.

4.1.2.5 Angle of view zooming
This service is similar to the focal length zooming service, except that the zoom
magnitude is specified in angle of view in degrees. This service is implemented by
'camServer_setZoomHorizAngleOfView' and 'camServer_setZoomVertAngleOfView'.
These two functions allow the user to request a specified angle of view in the horizontal
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or the vertical dimension. This function is useful for extrapolating the location of an
object within the field of view to a ray extending from the camera's focal point.

4.2 roi_haarDetector Process
The ‘roi_haarDetector’ process is used analyze image streams generated by a camera
server and generate regions of interest. A region of interest is a rectangular subsection of
an image that contains an item of interest. In this case, the region of interest is determined
through the use of a Haar cascade [ref].
A Haar cascade, as implemented in OpenCV, is a series of boosted classifiers
applied sequentially to a region of an image resulting in either a rejection or acceptance.
The classifiers consists of a set of basic classifiers that have been trained to locate
specified objects (a face or a car) using sets of example images. The overall Haar
Cascade is designed to be scale invariant giving it the ability to detect objects of varying
sizes in any location within the source image.
The ‘roi_haarDetector’ process uses the ‘camClient’ library to subscribe to an
image stream from a specified camera. For each frame of the image stream, it applies the
Haar detector with the specified Haar cascade. If a region of interest is detected, it posts
the location and dimensions of the region of interest to the ioBroker for further use by
other processes.
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4.2.1 Command Line Parameters
Option

Parameter

Description

-h

--help

None

print help

-i

--iobPath=<path>

Path to ioBroker Path the Unix domain socket created by
socket
ioBroker

-l

--loggerPath=<path>

Path to logfile or Path to logfile or stdout/stderr
stdout/stderr

-r

--roiName=<name>

Name of this
ROI

Name used to describe this ROI

-c

--compName=<name>

Camera
hostname

Hostname of the computer that the
input camera is attached to

-n

--camName=<name>

Camera name

Name of the input camera

-x

--cascade=<path>

Path to Haar
cascade

Path to a Haar cascade used to
recognize objects

Table 14. ‘roi_haarDetector’ Command Line Parameters.
To begin with, the ‘roi_haarDetector’ process connects the ioBroker at the path
specified by the ‘—iobPath’ parameter. All logging information is output to a file
specified by the ‘—loggerPath’ parameter; special cases exist for specifying ‘stdout’ or
‘stderr’ which cause logging out to be output to standard output or standard error
respectively. Following initialization, the process subscribes to an image stream from the
camera specified by the ‘—camName’ parameter that is attached to the computer
specified by the ‘—compName’ parameter. When a frame of video is received, the Haar
cascade contained within the file specified by the ‘—cascade’ parameter is applied. If a
region of interest is detected, it is posted to the ioBroker with a name of ‘—roiName’.

4.3 roiViewer Process
The ‘roiViewer’ process is used primarily as a debugging utility, providing visual
feedback for the ‘roi_haarDetector’ process. This process subscribes to all ROIs
generated by the specified camera on the specified computer and displays them to the
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user. The ROI is displayed by overlapping a rectangle representing the ROI’s location
and dimensions on a live video feed from the specified camera.
The process is designed not only so multiple ROIs can be displayed at a single
time, but also to convey information about the frequency of occurrence of each ROI.
When a new ROI is detected, it is assigned a color and displayed on the screen. If a ROI
is detected at a constant rate, it continues to be displayed on the screen; however, once a
ROI stops being detected, its outline lightens until it eventually fades away.

4.3.1 Command Line Parameters
Option

Parameter

Description

-h

--help

None

print help

-i

--iobPath=<path>

Path to ioBroker Path the Unix domain socket created by
socket
ioBroker

-l

--loggerPath=<path>

Path to logfile or Path to logfile or stdout/stderr
stdout/stderr

-c

--compName=<name>

Camera
hostname

Hostname of the computer that the input
camera is attached to

-n

--camName=<name>

Camera name

Name of the input camera

Table 15. 'roiViewer' Command Line Parameters.
When the ‘roiViewer’ process starts, it attempts to connect to the ioBroker at the
path specified by the ‘—iobPath’ parameter. As with other processes, all logging
information is output to either a file specified by the ‘—loggerPath’ parameter or
standard output / standard error. Once initialized, the process subscribes to all ROIs
generated by the computer specified by the ‘—compName’ parameter. In addition, the
process subscribes to the video stream produced by the camera name specified by the ‘—
camName’ parameter attached to the same computer.
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4.4 triangulator Process
The ‘triangulator’ process is perhaps the most complex out of all of the example
processes. The job of this process is to take location information of a single ROI as
viewed from two cameras separated by a known distance with known optical parameters,
and calculate the ROI’s position in a three-space coordinate system containing the two
cameras.
To perform this calculation, the ‘triangulator’ process subscribes to two separate
ROI names. In order for this calculation to work, it assumed that the two ROIs
correspond to a single object as seen from two cameras with an overlapping field of view.
Under this assumption, the ‘triangulator’ processes uses the current field of view of each
camera coupled with the pixel location of the ROI within the video frame to create two
rays, extending from each camera, on which the ROI must lie. The process then attempts
to find the intersection of these two rays in three-space to determine the ROI’s actual
location.

4.4.1 Command Line Parameters
Option

Parameter

Description

-h

--help

none

print help

-c

--config=<file>

path to
read configuration from specified file
configuration file

-d

--no-detach

none

keep the camServer attached to the
terminal and output text

Table 16. 'triangulator' Command Line Parameters.
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4.4.2 Configuration File
Directive Path

Data
Type

Description

Triangulator::iobPath

String

Path to the Unix Socket

Triangulator::logFile

String

Path to a logfile or 'stdout'/'stderr'`

Triangulator::computer1 String

The hostname of the computer where the camera
server and roi detector for the first roi are running

Triangulator::roi1

String

The name of the first roi type

Triangulator::cam1

String

The name of the camera for the first roi

Triangulator::computer2 String

The hostname of the computer where the camera
server and roi detector for the second roi are running

Triangulator::roi2

String

The name of the second roi type

Triangulator::cam2

String

The name of the camera for the second roi

Table 17. 'triangulator' Configuration File Fields

4.4.3 Calculation Details
As mentioned above, the ‘triangulator’ process subscribes to ROIs that are derived from
video streams originating from two separate cameras. Each ROI contains information
about the location of the upper-left corner of the ROI and the ROI’s width and height.
Using this information, finding the center of the ROI is a trivial calculation:

roiWidth
2
(3)
roiHeight
ROIcentery = roi y +
2
ROIcenterx = roi x +

Once the center of the ROI is determined, the camera is queried for its current
horizontal and vertical angle of view, as well as its current resolution. Using this
information, a proportion is constructed that relates pixel location within an image to a
pan and tilt angle, this proportion is then used to relate ROI center location with a pan
and tilt angle:
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panAngleProp =

ROIcenterx
⋅ cameraHorizViewAngle
imagewidth

 cameraHorizViewAngle

panAnglerelative = −
− panAngleProp 
2


(4)
ROIcentery
tiltAngleProp =
⋅ cameraVertViewAngle
imageheight
 cameraVertViewAngle

tiltAnglerelative = −
− tiltAngleProp 
2


Since the location of an ROI tends to contain a small amount of noise, the pan and
tilt angle is averaged over approximately the past dozen samples to account for any
uncertainty.
Now that a pan and tilt relative to the camera is known, the pan and tilt of the
camera with respect to the global coordinate system, as well as the camera’s absolute
location within said coordinate system must be accounted for. To accomplish this, a line
is created from a unit vector in the direction of the ROI, and the camera’s global location:
Calculate the global pan/tilt angles:

panAngle global = panAnglerelative + cameraGlobalPan
tiltAngle global = tiltAnglerelative + cameraGlobalTilt
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(5)

Create the initial vector:

vz = 1
vz

vx =

π

tan  − panAngle global 
2

v y = v z ⋅ tan (tiltAngle global )

(6)

Normalize to unit vector:

vx =
vy =
vz =

vx
v⋅v
vy
v⋅v
vz

(7)

v⋅v

Unit vector and initial point define a line, determine initial point:
initialPoint x = cameraLocation x
initialPoint y = cameraLocation y

(8)

initialPoint z = cameraLocation z
The above steps are executed for both subscribed ROIs, creating two lines located
within a common three-dimensional coordinate system. Assuming that both cameras
where indeed overlapping their fields of view, and they are detecting the same ROI, both
lines should converge at a common point at near ROI:
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Figure 38. ROI line convergence.
In order to judge convergence, both of the lines are averaged to create a third line
known as the ‘average line’.
Average initial point:

avgInitialPoint x =
avgInitialPoint y =

leftInitalPoint x + rightInitialPoint x
2
leftInitalPoint y + rightInitialPoint y

2
leftInitalPoint z + rightInitialPoint z
avgInitialPoint z =
2

(9)

Average unit vector:

avgVectorx =
avgVectory =

leftAvgVectorx + rightAvgVectorx
2
leftAvgVectory + rightAvgVectory

2
leftAvgVectorz + rightAvgVectorz
avgVectorz =
2

(10)

The ‘average line’ is iterated over from zero to approximately twenty meters in .2
meter intervals. For each interval a plane is created that is perpendicular to the ‘average
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line’ at this interval where p1 is the current 3d point on the ‘average line’, p2 is the initial
point on the 3D ‘average line’, and p is a random 3D point [9]:

pp1 = p − p1
p 2 p1 = p 2 − p 2
r = pp1 × p 2 p1
s = r × p 2 p1
r=

r
r ⋅r

s=

s

(11)

s⋅s

n = p1
p3 = p1 + r
And the results n is a vector normal to the plane, and p3 is a known point on the plane.

Figure 39. Intersection plane creation.
Once the plane is created, for each of the ROI lines, points of intersection between
each line and the newly created plane is calculated where v is a unit vector in the
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direction of the ‘ROI Line’, p1 is the initial point on the 3D line, p2 is another point on the
3D line, p3 is p3 from equation 11, and n is n from equation 11 [10]:

p3 p1 = p 3 − p1
p 2 p1 = p 2 − p1
u=

(12)

n ⋅ p3 p1
n ⋅ p 2 p1

pintersect = p1 + u ⋅ (p 2 − p1 )

Figure 40. Intersection plane with example distances.
The distance between these points of intersection and the interval on the ‘average
line’ is then calculated and summed. In general, as we move from the cameras towards
the ROI, this distance should decrease until the ROI is reached, at which point, the
distance should begin to increase. Once this distance begins to increase, we have
successfully found the ROI.
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4.5 mobileSlewing Process
The ‘mobileSlewing’ process is responsible for moving taking a location in three-space
generated by the ‘triangulator’ process, calculating the optimal pan, tilt, and zoom to
view that point, and instructing a specified ‘camServer’ to achieve that position.

4.5.1 Command Line Parameters
Option

Parameter

Description

-h

--help

none

print help

-c

--config=<file>

path to
read configuration from specified file
configuration file

-d

--no-detach

none

keep the camServer attached to the
terminal and output text

Table 18. 'mobileSlewing' Command Line Parameters.

4.5.2 Configuration File
Directive Path

Data
Type

Description

Triangulator::iobPath

String

Path to the Unix Socket

Triangulator::logFile

String

Path to a logfile or 'stdout'/'stderr'`

Triangulator::computer1 String

The hostname of the computer where the camera
server and roi detector for the first roi are running

Triangulator::roi1

String

The name of the first roi type

Triangulator::cam1

String

The name of the camera for the first roi

Triangulator::computer2 String

The hostname of the computer where the camera
server and roi detector for the second roi are running

Triangulator::roi2

String

The name of the second roi type

Triangulator::cam2

String

The name of the camera for the second roi

Table 19. 'mobileSlewing' Configuration File Fields.
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4.5.3 Calculation Details
Since the global three-space location of the camera that will be controlled by the
‘mobileSlewing’ process is available through the camClient API, the pan and tilt angles
for this camera are obtained by simple calculations where the initial camera location is
given by (xci, yci, zci) and the ROI location is given by (xri, yri, zri):

 y − y cl
bearing = tan −1  rl
 x rl − xcl
°
pan = 90 − bearing



 (13)

yrl
ycl

Figure 41. ‘mobileSlewing’ Pan Calculation Diagram.
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 z − z cl 

inclination = tan −1  rl
 y rl − y cl  (14)
tilt = inclination

zrl
zcl

Figure 42. ‘mobileSlewing’ Tilt Calculation Diagram.
The modules described in this past chapter all play an integral role in the overall
operation of the example system. To gain a better understanding of how the system
operates, their interactions should be further examined.
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Chapter 5 Prototype System Operation And Results
5.1 Prototype System Operation
The functionality described in the previous chapter is a product of the complex
interactions of the rather simplistic process previously mentioned. The interactions occur
in three distinct stages: Image Acquisition, ROI Detection, and ROI Triangulation.

Figure 43. Process and dataflow of Example System.

5.1.1 Image Acquisition
During this stage, the raw images are acquired by each of the 'camServer' processes at
approximately 15 to 20 frames a second. Once the frames are acquired and processed,
they are posted to the ioBroker with the following classIDs:
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Figure 44. ClassIDs of images produced by the ‘camServer’ processes.

5.1.2 ROI Detection
The 'roi_haarDetector' processes subscribe to the corresponding image streams generated
by the 'camServer' process running on the local computer. As frames are received by the
'roi_haarDetector', the Haar Cascade algorithm iterates over the image and locates any
potential faces within the image. The locations of the faces are then posted to the
ioBroker with the following classIDs:

Figure 45. ClassIDs of rois produced by the ‘roi_haarDetector’ processes.

5.1.3 ROI Triangulation
Once the location of the ROIs are known within the image plane of each camera, the
bearing and inclination from the camera to each ROI is calculated. Using the bearing and
inclination from each camera, the 'triangulator' process calculates the location of the ROI
in a global three-dimensional space. The 3D location of the point is then posted to the
ioBroker with the following classID:

Figure 46. ClassID of 3D location produced by ‘triangulator’ processcam1.
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5.1.4 Zooming
Now that both the location of the ROI and each camera are known in a global threedimensional space, the remote zooming camera can now zoom in on the ROI.

5.2 Prototype System Results
Since the framework described in the previous chapters provides the core functionality
required for the prototype system to function, the single most important test result is the
example system's successful operation. It, it is therefore required that the following
operations are implemented and run properly on the system:


Single-process to single-process message passing (same computer)



Single-process to multiple-process message passing (same computer)



ioBroker bridging


establishment of connections



correct passing of ioBroker control messages



Single-process to single-process message passing (different computers)



Single-process to multiple-process message passing (different computers)



Correct message routing







no duplicate messages



no message routing loops

Remote Procedure Calls


Functions with no parameters



Functions with parameters



Functions with return values

Capability for real-time video streaming


Acceptable framerate
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Low latency

Robustness


Runs for extended periods of time without crashing

Out of all of the above mentioned operations, framerate and robustness can be
tested in such a way as to produce tangible numerical results.

5.2.1 Framerate Tests
The goal of framerate testing is to ascertain the maximum video framerate that can be
achieved using the architecture. The tests are broken into two groups, one testing the
maximum achievable framerate between two processes running on a single computer, and
the second testing the maximum framerate achievable between two process running on
two separate computers, utilizing the ioBroker network scheme.
Since framerate is a metric that is highly dependent both on hardware and
operating system, the specifications of the test computers are detailed below:

Parameter

Value

Processor

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 5200+

RAM (free/total)

7.15 GB/7.8 GB

Network Connection 1000 MBps Ethernet
Operating System

Linux derived

Table 20. Test system parameters.

5.2.1.1 Local Processes
The goal of this test is to assess the maximum framerate achievable between two
processes running on a single computer. This test is executed by having two processes, a
producer process and a consumer process. The producer process captures a single video
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frame and buffers numerous copies of it in memory. For each copy of the frame buffered
in memory, the producer process superimposes a number on the image.

Figure 47. Superimposed message number.
The exact number of buffered images varies between 10 and 1000 frames to get
an accurate picture of average framerates for differing amounts of data. It is assumed that
lower numbers of transmitted frames will be less efficient than higher numbers, as there
is a non-trivial amount of overhead located at the operating system level in regards to
setting up the data transmission.
Once the producer process has buffered all needed images in memory, the
consumer process is started. The consumer process allocates memory for the expected
number of transmitted frames and subscribes to the images output by the producer
process. The producer process is then instructed to begin sending the burst of frames. As
the consumer receives frames, they are stored in the pre-allocated memory to minimize
any overhead associated with dynamically allocating memory.
The time to transmit all of the frames is recorded by the producer, and the
corresponding time to receive all of the frames is recorded by the consumer. Once the
specified number of frames has been both transmitted and received, the process is
repeated ten times to get an average transmit and receive time. On the final round, all of
the cached received frames are output by the consumer process to disk to check for
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consistency. It is expected that the frames will be output in an order corresponding to the
superimposed numbering generated by the producer.

Number of
Frames

Max Transmit Framerate
(FPS)

Max Receive Framerate
(FPS)

10

109.00

88.27

20

141.33

126.89

30

150.87

135.95

40

207.95

199.08

50

257.73

215.68

60

246.67

215.22

70

230.21

202.00

80

302.16

258.72

90

255.95

231.08

100

302.16

266.12

200

353.71

323.11

300

337.40

312.29

400

241.20

233.95

500

241.45

233.73

600

328.97

318.50

700

354.91

345.08

800

350.43

341.52

900

347.75

341.00

1000

357.35

349.33

Table 21. Local process average framerate results.
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1000
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Figure 48. Graph of local process average framerates.

Results Analysis
As illustrated in Figure 48, the framerate throughput varies widely with the number of
transmitted frames. The first area of variance is roughly between 10 and 200 transmitted
frames. The lower throughput achieved range can be attributed to the processing
overhead associated with setting up and servicing the data transfer; overhead such as
thread yielding/busy waiting, FIFO servicing, etc.
Once the number of transmitted frames hits 200, we can see a plateau in the
achievable framerate. It is at this point that the sockets subsystem has ostensibly met its
maximum achievable data rate illustrated in the calculation below:
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921,600 bytes 353.72 frames 327,049,512 bytes 311.9 MB
⋅
=
=
1 frame
1sec ond
1sec ond
1sec ond

(15)

Once this maximum data rate has been achieved, it is reasonably assumed that a
portion of the Unix Sockets subsystem is being stressed to its limits. It is therefore also
reasonable to assume that such stress makes it very sensitive to background processing
and interrupts occurring on the machine. Such a heightened sensitivity can easily account
for the drop in framerate observed when transmitting 400 frames.

5.2.1.2 Remote Processes
This test is very similar to the test for the local, inter-process framerate, however instead
of the processes being located on the same computer, they are located on different
computers connected over a network. The network is a standard Gigabit Ethernet network
supporting TCP/IP protocols. Again, the images received by the consuming process are
not displayed, but saved during the last transmission run for later analysis.
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Number of
Frames

Max Transmit Framerate
(FPS)

Max Receive Framerate
(FPS)

10

58.15

48.00

20

64.21

58.01

30

61.55

67.75

40

69.012

63.06

50

73.85

67.72

60

67.54

64.78

70

68.78

65.46

80

71.06

67.88

90

74.38

72.52

100

66.78

61.78

200

80.20

79.72

300

70.69

70.37

400

68.69

68.34

500

69.12

68.65

600

69.57

69.23

700

68.93

68.59

800

69.03

68.77

900

69.26

69.06

1000

68.06

67.82

Table 22. Remote process average framerate results.
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Figure 49. Graph of remote process average framerates.

Results Analysis
Compared with the results obtained from the local inter-process framerate tests, the
results of the remote process tests contained much less variance. Again, as with the local
process test, the lower framerates achieved while transmitting between 10 and 200 frames
can be attributed to overhead in the data transfer setup. Once the number of transmitted
frames reaches approximately 200, the framerate again plateaus and remains relatively
constant. The lower achievable framerate in this test compared with the local process
tests is likely due to a bottleneck in the maximum throughput of the network interface
between the producing and consuming computers. The maximum achievable datarate
based upon the framerates observed can be calculated:
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921,600 bytes 70 frames 64,512,000 bytes 61.52 MB
⋅
=
=
(16)
1 frame
1sec ond
1sec ond
1sec ond
Given that the network connecting the producer and consumer computers uses
standard Gigabit Ethernet, the maximum theoretical datarate of the network is:
1 gigabit 1,073,741,824 bits 1byte
1 MB
128 MB
⋅
⋅
⋅
=
1sec ond
1 gigabit
8 bits 1,048,576 bytes 1sec ond

(17)

Using these calculations, we find that the maximum achievable datarate is roughly
half of the theoretical datarate of the network. Given that the later specification is
theoretical, it is no stretch[13] to assume that the bottleneck here is the network.

5.2.2 Robustness Tests
The goal of these tests is to prove that the architecture can run for extended periods of
time without crashing. Due to the nature of these tests, a hard number showing
conclusively that the architecture will run indefinitely is hard to produce. Additionally,
since the example system detailed above consumes a non-trivial amount of resources,
both in computers, cameras, and lab space, leaving the system running for extended
periods of time is not feasible. Instead, a simple video capture/camera control system was
developed that simply captures and displays real-time video from a 'camServer' process
and sends periodic camera control messages to the same 'camServer'. This system was
then left to run for approximately 12 hours.

Process

Initial Memory Footprint Ending Memory Footprint

ioBroker

5.68 MB

5.74 MB

camServ

10 MB

10 MB

simpleRemote

14 MB

14 MB

Table 23. Robustness test results.
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5.2.2.1 Results Analysis
As can be seen in the above table, the memory footprints of each of the component
processes remained relatively unchanged from the start of the 12 hour session to the end.
These results prove that there are no major memory leaks within the core of the ioBroker
Communication Architecture.

5.2.3 Position Estimation Tests
While the goals of the previous tests are to quantify various aspects of the underlying
architecture, the following series of tests are aimed at determining the accuracy of the
position estimation algorithms implemented in the example system. These algorithms are
not intrinsic to the functioning of the communication architecture but are rather an
example of the communication architecture in action. It should be assumed that their
precision is not of primary concern, and will no doubt, not match the state-of-the art in
this field.
For these tests, three cameras are arranged as shown below. The two cameras
towards the center of the diagram (Camera 1 and Camera 2) are the two cameras used to
determine the target ROI’s location in 3D space. The third camera’s location (Camera 3)
was chosen at an offset to represent a third, potentially mobile computing platform.
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z+

Target grid

-x

x+
Camera 3

Camera 2

Camera 1

.165m

.755m

-.892m

.165m

-z

Figure 50. Camera Locations in X-Z Plane.

y+

-.892m
Camera 1,2,3

1.264m

Target Grid
-z

z+

-y

Figure 51. Camera Locations in Z-Y Plane.
The location of each camera in a global three-dimensional space is recorded
below.
Camera

X (in meters) Y (in meters) Z (in meters)
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Camera 1 .165

1.264

-.892

Camera 2 -.165

1.264

-.892

Camera 3 -.755

1.264

-.891

Table 24. Camera location in 3D space.
Once the locations of the cameras were determined, a grid was laid out on the floor,
parallel to the Z direction at Y=0. Subjects were asked to stand at each intersection in the
grid and their actual positions were recorded. At each position, the prototype system was
to recognize the subject in real-time, and calculate the subject’s position in 3D space.

Figure 52. ROI capture on Computer 1.
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Figure 53. ROI capture on Computer 2.

Figure 54. Triangulated position of subject.
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This location was then fed to the ‘mobileSlewing’ process on the third computing
platform. The pan/tilt/zoom camera then calculated the required pan/tilt to put the relayed
point in the center of the frame, and capture a single image, imprinting it with the X, Y,
and Z coordinate in meters of the target point. A recorded image is shown below:

Figure 55. Image capture of estimated position.
Once the subject was captured at each intersection, the process was repeated for
the two other subjects. The results are a mapping of actual location to estimated location
at each grid location for all three subjects and are detailed below:
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Actual Position

Estimated Position

Error

Error Distance

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

-0.75

1.803

1.5

-0.838

1.781

0.967

0.088

0.021

0.532

0.540

-0.75

1.803

1

-0.770

1.430

0.230

0.020

0.372

0.769

0.855

-0.75

1.803

0.5

-0.25

1.803

1.5

-0.205

1.830

1.040

-0.044

-0.026

0.459

0.462

-0.25

1.803

1

-0.307

1.701

0.607

0.057

0.101

0.392

0.409

-0.25

1.803

0.5

-0.285

1.311

0.060

0.035

0.491

0.439

0.660

0

1.803

1.5

0.073

1.395

0.556

-0.073

0.408

0.943

1.031

0

1.803

1

0

1.761

0.669

0

0.042

0.330

0.333

0

1.803

0.5

0.002

1.391

0.162

-0.002

0.411

0.337

0.532

0.25

1.803

1.5

0.385

1.832

1.194

-0.135

-0.029

0.305

0.335

0.25

1.803

1

0.307

1.664

0.672

-0.057

0.139

0.327

0.360

0.25

1.803

0.5

0.243

1.397

0.164

0.006

0.405

0.335

0.526

0.75

1.803

1.5

0.942

1.761

0.946

-0.192

0.041

0.553

0.587

0.75

1.803

1

0.739

1.424

0.229

0.010

0.379

0.770

0.859

0.75

1.803

0.5

Out of range

Out of range

Out of range

Out of range

Table 25. Position esimate results for Subject 1
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Actual Position

Estimated Position

Error

Error Distance

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

-0.75

1.52

1.5

-0.650

1.452

0.383

-0.100

0.068

1.117

1.123

-0.75

1.52

1

-0.771

1.402

0.231

0.021

0.118

0.769

0.778

-0.75

1.52

0.5

-0.25

1.52

1.5

-0.257

1.886

1.313

0.007

-0.366

0.187

0.411

-0.25

1.52

1

-0.271

1.596

0.544

0.021

-0.076

0.456

0.463

-0.25

1.52

0.5

-0.266

1.281

0.019

0.016

0.239

0.481

0.538

0

1.52

1.5

0.059

1.816

1.124

-0.059

-0.296

0.376

0.482

0

1.52

1

0.110

1.766

0.837

-0.110

-0.246

0.163

0.315

0

1.52

0.5

-0.022

1.366

0.110

0.022

0.154

0.390

0.420

0.25

1.52

1.5

0.371

1.892

1.280

-0.121

-0.372

0.220

0.449

0.25

1.52

1

0.331

1.674

0.683

-0.081

-0.154

0.317

0.361

0.25

1.52

0.5

0.247

1.339

0.083

0.003

0.181

0.417

0.454

0.75

1.52

1.5

0.974

1.748

1.022

-0.224

-0.228

0.478

0.575

0.75

1.52

1

0.799

1.404

0.241

-0.049

0.116

0.759

0.770

0.75

1.52

0.5

Out of range

Out of range

Out of range

Out of range

Table 26. Position estimate results for Subject 2.
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Actual Position

Estimated Position

Error

Error Distance

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

-0.75

1.52

1.5

-0.805

1.610

0.818

0.055

-0.090

0.682

0.690

-0.75

1.52

1

-0.775

1.329

0.133

0.025

0.191

0.867

0.888

-0.75

1.52

0.5

-0.25

1.52

1.5

-0.252

1.737

1.163

0.002

-0.217

0.337

0.401

-0.25

1.52

1

-0.286

1.528

0.538

0.036

-0.008

0.462

0.463

-0.25

1.52

0.5

-0.310

1.322

0.065

0.060

0.198

0.435

0.482

0

1.52

1.5

0.118

1.807

1.337

-0.118

-0.287

0.163

0.351

0

1.52

1

0.061

1.619

0.750

-0.061

-0.099

0.250

0.276

0

1.52

0.5

-0.022

1.365

0.144

0.022

0.155

0.356

0.389

0.25

1.52

1.5

0.386

1.730

1.195

-0.136

-0.210

0.305

0.395

0.25

1.52

1

0.307

1.541

0.607

-0.057

-0.021

0.393

0.398

0.25

1.52

0.5

0.217

1.402

0.198

0.033

0.118

0.302

0.326

0.75

1.52

1.5

0.926

1.612

0.856

-0.176

-0.092

0.644

0.674

0.75

1.52

1

0.813

1.403

0.294

-0.063

0.117

0.706

0.718

0.75

1.52

0.5

Out of range

Out of range

Out of range

Out of range

Table 27. Position estimate results for Subject 3.
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Figure 56. Position estimation results.

5.2.3.1 Results Analysis
As can be seen in the above tables, and most prominently in Figure 53, the estimated
positions across all points were fairly precise, with target points closer to the center
having an even higher degree of precision. However, overall the results were not very
accurate. The inaccuracies observed can be attributed to a number of sources. Cameras 1
and 2 were located very close together (less than half a meter). In general, this provides
very good physical coverage of the space directly in front of the cameras with a slight
trade-off of accuracy.
The facial detection algorithms used were selected due to their ease of
implementation. For the most part, they cannot detect smaller faces, which explains why
no faces were detected past 1.5 meters (past this distance they were too small for the
algorithm).
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The algorithms denote the location of each face by placing a bounding box around
it. For slightly profiled faces (ones that occur towards the edges of each camera's field of
view) the bounding box geometry will be slightly different than the corresponding
bounding box of the other camera (since it is closer). Therefore, using the center of the
bounding box for the triangulation will produce some error.
Due to the physical shape of the cameras it is hard to tell exactly where their "center line"
is which will introduce, at the very least, a small amount of pan error. Also, since the
camera's positions in general were best measurements (without constructing a platform
for holding them) there is a non-trivial amount of error in their positions. Even with
these sources of error, the largest error was overwhelmingly in the Z-direction:
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Actual Position

Average Error

(in meters)

(in meters)

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

-0.75

1.52

1.5

0.014

0.000

0.777

-0.75

1.52

1

0.022

0.227

0.802

-0.75

1.52

0.5

-0.25

1.52

1.5

-0.012

-0.203

0.328

-0.25

1.52

1

0.038

0.006

0.437

-0.25

1.52

0.5

0.037

0.310

0.452

0

1.52

1.5

-0.083

-0.058

0.494

0

1.52

1

-0.057

-0.101

0.248

0

1.52

0.5

0.014

0.240

0.362

0.25

1.52

1.5

-0.131

-0.204

0.277

0.25

1.52

1

-0.065

-0.012

0.346

0.25

1.52

0.5

0.014

0.235

0.351

0.75

1.52

1.5

-0.198

-0.093

0.559

0.75

1.52

1

-0.034

0.204

0.745

0.75

1.52

0.5

Out of range

Out of range
Overall Average Error
(in meters)
X

Y

Z

-.029

.037

.412

Table 28. Average Errors.

5.2.3.2 Z-direction Error Compensation Using Simple Average
After review of the estimated positions, it was obvious that the Z-direction error could be
reconciled fairly well by adding a simple offset. The value of this offset could easily be
calculated by performing a one-time calibration of the system and deriving a Z-bias to be
added to the system. For illustration purposes, the Z-bias for the above dataset was
calculated:
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Actual

Estimated Z

Average Z Error

(in meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

Z

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

1.5

0.968

0.383

0.818

0.777

1

0.231

0.231

0.133

0.802

0.5

Out of range

1.5

1.041

1.313

1.163

0.328

1

0.607

0.544

0.538

0.437

0.5

0.060

0.019

0.065

0.452

1.5

0.556

1.124

1.337

0.494

1

0.670

0.837

0.750

0.248

0.5

0.162

0.110

0.144

0.362

1.5

1.195

1.280

1.195

0.277

1

0.672

0.683

0.607

0.346

0.5

0.165

0.083

0.198

0.351

1.5

0.946

1.022

0.856

0.559

1

0.229

0.241

0.294

0.745

Z-Bias

.412

0.5

Out of range

Table 29. Z-bias calculation table.
Using this calculated Z-bias, the estimated positions in the Z-direction can be
adjusted

and

the

corresponding
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error

recalculated:

Actual

Adjusted Estimated Z

Adjusted Z Error

(in
meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

Z

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

1.5

1.379

0.795

1.230

0.121

0.705

0.270

1

0.643

0.643

0.545

0.357

0.357

0.455

0.5

Out of range

Out of range

1.5

1.453

1.725

1.575

0.047

-0.225

-0.075

1

1.019

0.956

0.950

-0.019

0.044

0.050

0.5

0.472

0.430

0.476

0.028

0.070

0.024

1.5

0.968

1.536

1.749

0.532

-0.036

1

1.081

1.249

1.162

-0.081

-0.249

-0.249
-0.162

0.5

0.574

0.522

0.556

-0.074

-0.022

-0.056

1.5

1.607

1.692

1.607

-0.107

-0.192

-0.107

1

1.084

1.095

1.019

-0.084

-0.095

-0.019

0.5

0.577

0.495

0.610

-0.077

0.005

-0.110

1.5

1.358

1.434

1.268

0.142

0.066

0.232

1

0.641

0.653

0.706

0.359

0.347

0.294

0.5

Out of range

Out of range

Average Z Error:

.088

.060

.042

Table 30. Z-distances and errors adjusted by simple bias.
Averaging the Z-errors for each subject, the total average z-error becomes .063
meters compared with .412 meters with no calibration. The resulting position plot is a
follows:
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Figure 57. Estimated position locations adjusted by simple bias.

5.2.3.2 Z-direction Error Compensation Using Linear Bias
One problem with the simple average error compensation technique is that, in general, as
the Z-distance increases, the error also increases. A simple one-point calibration, while
eliminating any inherent offset error, does not account for this increase. A better
approach is to average the errors across the each distinct Z-distance and use the result as a
bias.
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Average Z Error
(Across subjects)
Z=1.5m

Z=1m

Z=.5m

.777

.802

Out of range

.328

.437

.452

.494

.248

.362

.277

.346

.352

.559

.745

Out of range

Average Z Error
(Across all subjects)
Z=1.5m

Z=1m

Z=.5m

.487

.515

.388

Table 31. Average Z error calculations for linear offset.
Since the preceding offsets were calculated using data collected at distinct Zdistances, their accuracy at other Z-distances will likely low. In addition, using three
distinct biases does not lend itself well to developing a concise algorithmic description of
the triangulation process. To overcome these limitations, the three offsets can be used to
calculate a line of regression, the function of which can determine an approximate Z-bias
given a Z-distance from the camera.
The function of the line of regression of these three points is shown below:
Z error = .0986 ⋅ Z dis tan ce + .365
Z bias = Z error

(18)

Using this regression line to calculate and apply the bias for each Z-distance, the
reconciled point estimations now look like this:
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Actual

Adjusted Estimated Z

Adjusted Z Error

(in
meters)

(in meters)

(in meters)

Z
1.5
1

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

Subject 1

Subject 2

Subject 3

1.428

0.786

1.263

0.072

0.714

0.237

0.619

0.619
Out of range

0.511

0.381

0.381
Out of range

0.489

1.508

1.807

1.642

-0.008

-0.307

-0.142

1.032

0.963

0.956

-0.032

0.037

0.044

0.431

0.385

0.436

0.069

0.115

0.064

0.976

1.600

1.834

0.524

-0.100

-0.334

1.101

1.285

1.189

-0.101

-0.285

-0.189

0.543

0.486

0.523

-0.043

0.014

-0.023

1.678

1.771

1.678

-0.178

-0.271

-0.178

1.103

1.116

1.032

-0.103

-0.116

-0.032

0.546

0.456

0.582

-0.046

0.044

-0.082

1.404

1.488

1.305

0.096

0.012

0.195

0.617

0.629
Out of range

0.688

0.383

0.371
Out of range

0.312

.078

.047

.028

0.5
1.5
1
0.5
1.5
1
0.5
1.5
1
0.5
1.5
1
0.5

Average Z Error:

Table 32. Z-distances and errors adjusted by simple bias.
Averaging the Z-errors for each subject, the total average z-error becomes .051
meters compared with .063 meters using simple bias calibration and .412 meters with no
calibration. The resulting position plot is a follows:
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Figure 58. Estimated position locations adjusted by linear bias.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
As with any substantial technical work, there are a number of conclusions that can and
must be drawn at its completion. The conclusions for this project generally fall into two
categories: those drawn during the technical implementation of the work, and those
drawn during the utilization of the completed work.
During the technical implementation of the work, most conclusions are drawn
around experiences and knowledge gained. Specific to this work, system architecture
plays a larger than expected role in development. When dealing with communication
between multiple computers, there are a number of technical tripping points that need to
be addressed such as endianness and integer size. For most architectures, endianness isn’t
a large problem since they are either compatible or handled by the lower-level operating
system. However integer size does become a larger issue, especially when using socket
communication because at that level, everything is byte oriented. If the sending and
receiving machine don’t agree on integer size, which is fairly common, the entire data
stream can be corrupted.
Additionally, due to the large feature set implemented in this architecture, multithreading becomes another large issue. At any given time, there are a number of threads
running to handle callbacks, receive incoming data, and send requested data. The high
data rate makes thread and data synchronization crucial for proper operation, it also
makes it extremely hard to debug. Some problems only appear at high data rates, and
inserting code to isolate the problem usually affects the conditions causing the problem.
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As far as conclusions drawn during utilization, most of them are related to
features of the architecture. To begin with, the ability of the architecture to seamlessly
connect running processes on one computer or many computers is extremely beneficial.
Testing can be accomplished on one computer, and, once completed, the process can
simply be run on any connected computer without any additional modifications.
This ability usually leads to an increased dependence on configuration files or
command line parameters. For example, in the example system, a single executable was
written for Haar detection. This executable can be told to use cascades for face
recognition, facial profile recognition, upper body detection, etc. In addition, the output
generated by this executable can be unique to that instance of the process. This
configurability only serves to enhance the modularity provided by the architecture.

6.2 Future Work
The possibility for future work on this architecture is perhaps the most exciting part. To
begin with, there are a number of features that were not added due to lack of current need
and the complexity of implementation. The first suggested feature is the ability for
processes to announce the status of their availability. For example, when a process is first
executed and connected to the architecture, it is announced to every other process. This
announcement system would also be useful for detecting unexpected process termination.
If a given process is dependent on a second process for data, and that second process
unexpectedly terminates, the first process is notified and can take appropriate action.
Along the same lines, another suggested feature would be announcement of
services provided by processes. This feature would add the ability of the network to
essentially self-organize, reducing the need of the programmer or system designer to
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design the complete system architecture. This feature becomes extremely useful for large
and complex systems which at this point are somewhat out of the scope of this work.
Suggested upgrades to the system include the ability use multicast messages to
reduce the network traffic between multiple ioBrokers, as well as the use of shared
memory to reduce processing time within a single ioBroker.
In addition, the ioBroker communication system can be revamped to move
towards a peer-based communication topology. Currently, the ioBroker topology is hubbased as seen in Figure 20. However, the only programmatic differences between an
ioBroker running in hub mode and an ioBroker running in spoke mode is during startup.
When an ioBroker hub starts up, it does not attempt to connect to any additional
ioBrokers; in contrast, when an ioBroker spoke starts up, it immediately attempts to
connect to the hub specified in the configuration file. From here, the network selforganizes and creates point-point connections between all-known ioBrokers. This
initializing method can potentially be replaced with some type of multicast ioBroker
announcement system. In this system, all ioBrokers would be exactly the same, and
would create the point-to-point links through a multicast ioBroker announcement.
Finally, the ioBroker architecture provides a unique opportunity to study power
management techniques for mobile robotics. Mobile robots are often constrained in terms
of both processing power and power consumption. By introducing the ability to offload
processor and power intensive algorithms to platforms with higher processing capability
and power supplies, techniques can be developed to improve the battery life of single
mobile robotic platforms as well as robotic swarms. Additionally, algorithms can be
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introduced to restrict wireless data transmission to periods where power is abundant or
transmission requires a reduced amount of power.
In conclusion, the opportunity for future work is quite large with this architecture,
and it has the ability to serve as the building ground for numerous research efforts.
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